Abstract. We develop a theory of differential systems associated to families of algebraic cycles in higher Chow groups (i.e., motivic cohomology groups) related to Picard-Fuchs type inhomogenous differential equations. Using this we are able to give applications to algebraic cycles by studying the resulting inhomogenous differential equations.
Introduction
Around 1900 R. Fuchs [13] discovered connections between non-linear second order ODE of type Painlevé VI and integrals of holomorphic forms over non-closed paths on families of elliptic curves. During the whole 20th century the Painlevé VI equation has played a prominent role in mathematical physics. About 100 years later, Y.I.Manin [28] found a framework in which the relation between Picard-Fuchs differential equations for the Legendre family of elliptic curves and the non-linear equations of type Painlevé VI due to Richard Fuchs can be connected to mathematical physics and the theory of integrable systems. As a consequence, he gave an approach for the understanding of mirror symmetry in the case of Fano manifolds. Inspired by his work and the earlier work 1991 Mathematics Subject Classification. 14C25, 19E20 . We are grateful to CONACYT (grant 37557-E), DFG Heisenberg and Schwerpunkt program, the Fields Institute, CIMAT, McMaster University and Universität Essen for supporting this project.
of Griffiths [19] about differential equations satisfied by normal functions, the authors have studied inhomogenous equations in the case of higher Chow groups CH 2 (X, 1) of K3 surfaces in [7] . In this paper we study differential equations obtained from families of algebraic cycles in higher Chow groups CH p (X, n) of projective manifolds X with 2p − n − 1 = d = dim(X). We develop a theory of differential equations arising from such algebraic cycles. It turns out that such a system is locally given by (1.1)
in local coordinates (t, z, y) on the phase space F , where the vectors y and z are local presentions of the normal function, resp. its covariant derivative and C = C(t) = χ ′ A (A), the derivative of the characteristic polynomial χ A of A. Under certain conditions on the matrix A and the vector (g 1 , . . . , g m ), this system is Hamiltonian, i.e., there is a function H(z, y, t) on F such that ∂H ∂y = ∂z ∂t , − ∂H ∂z = ∂y ∂t .
(1.2)
Our main application of this formalism is about the functions g i (t, z): after substituting a normal function for a single-valued cycle (see section 9), i.e., a solution Z(t) of the Hamiltonian system (1.1) into g i we get that g i (Z(t), t) is a rational function on the compactification of B, if our family of cycles is induced by a single cycle Z ∈ CH p (X, n) on the total space of a smooth, projective fibration f : X → B. Classically this was called a rationally defined normal function. As a corollary we obtain some countability results for cycle class images of cycles.
Higher Chow groups
Around 1985 Spencer Bloch invented Higher Chow groups as a candidate for motivic cohomology, i.e., an algebraic singular (co)homology theory which resembles algebraic K-theory in its graded pieces and has integrally the correct conjectural behaviour with respect to values of L-functions. Here is the cubical version (cf. [25] ): the important gadget is the algebraic n-cube n = (P 1 F \ {1}) n .
The n-cube has 2 n codimension one faces, defined by x i = 0 and x i = ∞, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and the boundary maps are given by
where ∂ 0 i and ∂ ∞ i denote the restriction maps to the faces x i = 0 and x i = ∞. Then Z p c (X, n) is defined to be the quotient of the group of admissible cycles in X × n by the group of degenerate cycles as defined in [33] , p.180 (where they are denoted by d p (X, n)). We use the notation CH p (X, n) for the n-homology of the complex Z p c (X, ·). Here are some properties of higher Chow groups:
(1) Functoriality [1] : The groups CH * (X , * ) are covariant for proper maps and contravariant for flat maps. They are contravariant for arbitrary maps between smooth affine schemes by [27] (4.5.12.).
(2) Products [1, 33] : If X is smooth, there is a product
(3) Homotopy Invariance [1] : For any equidimensional k-scheme X, we have [1, 2] : If W ⊂ X is a closed subvariety of pure codimension r with X quasi-projective over a field, then one has localization
The most important property is the relation with (the weight-graded pieces of) Quillen K-theory in the case of an equidimensional scheme X defined over a field. One has the Bloch-Lichtenbaum-Levine-Friedlander-Suslin Spectral-Sequence:
converging to G-theory [26] . It degenerates on E 2 modulo torsion, or equivalently after inverting all prime factors of dim(X) + p + q − 1. (6) Higher Chow groups are related to K-cohomology using the Gersten resolution for Milnor K-theory and the isomorphism of [11] . For example one gets for smooth varieties that CH p (X, n) = H p−n (X, K p ) for 0 ≤ n ≤ 2. See [11] . (7) Higher Chow groups and motivic cohomology groups are the same groups for smooth schemes [34] . For singular schemes higher Chow groups rather form a Borel-Moore homology theory [26] .
Symbol map and Picard-Fuchs operators
Let f : X → B a smooth family of projective manifolds of dimension d over C, where we assume that B is a smooth curve. Recall that the short exact sequence
induces the Kodaira-Spencer map:
whose iterated d-fold cup product produces a map
L, a vector bundle over B, which is a line bundle in the case where all fibers have trivial canonical bundle, e.g., in the case where the fibers are Calabi-Yau manifolds. In this way one obtains a symbol map
or, what amounts to the same, a section of
It is also possible to write a version of this with logarithmic poles along the boundary divisor of a smooth compactification of B as follows:
where one has the following commutative diagram
Here Σ =B \ B and ∆ =f −1 (Σ) are reduced normal crossing divisors. This situation can be obtained after semistable reduction. For a smooth family as before f : X → B, one has natural local systems on B, given by the k-th higher direct images of C,
Let D be the sheaf of algebraic differential operators on B. D admits a filtration by the order of the operator, in particular one has a short exact sequence
A homogenous element in the image of D ≤m under the last map will be called an msymbol. Differential operators act via the Lie derivative on relative holomorphic k-forms:
see [24] . If the rank of the local system R k f * C is m, to any m-symbol σ one can associate a unique differential operator 
. In other words: Lemma 3.1. For every relative holomorphic k-form ω and every m-symbol σ there is a
After integration over non-closed topological chains, this equation is mainly responsible for the appearance of new differential equations. We will use this construction in the case where k = d. More generally, if R k f * C is not an irreducible representation of the local monodromy group for all p ∈B − B, then let r be the rang of the maximal irreducible representation contained in it. Then to any r-symbol will correspond a unique differential operator D σ which annihilates all sections of R k f * C. In other words, the meromorphic connection R k f * C will decompose locally as a direct sum of irreducible ones. In a paper of Manin [28] , the general formalism of µ-equations in the context of families of algebraic curves was established. This situation can be generalized naturally. Assume that we can solve 
Why are Calabi-Yau manifolds interesting for our purpose? The point is that the motive h d (X) is interesting for projective X, as shown first by Griffiths [17] and later generalized by Clemens and Voisin [35] in the case where d = 3. There are cycle class maps defined by Bloch (see [2] ) which can be realized by explicit Abel-Jacobi type integrals. There are formulas in [14] for real Deligne cohomology, general formulas have recently been given in [22] which we describe now. The maps
were defined first by Bloch in [2] using Deligne cohomology with supports for classical cycles and a spectral sequence construction. The abelian groups H
where
are generalized Intermediate Jacobians. Note that, if n = 0 we get the Griffiths Intermediate Jacobians and for p = 1, n − 1 (resp.) the classical Jacobian resp. Albanese tori which are Abelian varieties. Griffiths Intermediate Jacobians are not anymore algebraic but they are compact tori. The generalized Intermediate Jacobians are not even anymore compact, but they are still complex manifolds and vary holomorphically in families. If we restrict to cycles homologous to zero, we obtain Abel-Jacobi type maps
For those we have explicit formulas in [22, 21] : consider an irreducible subvariety W ⊂ X × n , of codimension p, (using the cubical complex description), with coordinates (z 1 , . . . , z n ), together with projections
. One considers the current associated to W :
The existence of Γ follows from W being homologous to zero, since the homology class of W is given by
, then we can truncate these maps and get
The group on the right hand side is now not a manifold anymore since we divide by a subgroup of rank bigger than the real dimension of
, which is 2 in the case of a variety with trivial canonical bundle. If we assume furthermore that p ≤ d, then, given a cycle W ∈ CH p (X, 2p − d − 1), we have the formula
is as above and satisfies
Note that dim R (Γ) = 2 dim(W ) − n = d in this situation. If p > d then the truncated Abel-Jacobi map involves more integrals.
Normal Functions associated to families of cycles in higher Chow groups
Poincaré, Picard, Lefschetz, Griffiths et.al. have developed a formalism of normal functions for abelian integrals depending on deformation parameters in a family of varieties. Instead of a fixed smooth, projective variety X o , we consider a smooth, projective family
with B affine, smooth. Given a cycle Z ∈ CH p (X, n) which satifies
i.e., a holomorphic cross section of the bundle J p,n of generalized Intermediate Jacobians defined in section 4. ν is also quasi-horizontal, i.e.,
, for any local liftingν over an analytic ball.
Remark 5.1. If you start with a single cycle Z 0 on X 0 , then you are not at all in this situation, in general the cycle Z patches together only after a finite algebraic covering of B. Locally analytically this however works.
Using Deligne cohomology [12] , we can make this construction of ν much more functorial: let f : X → B be a smooth, projective family as above. Look at the truncated de Rham complex Ω
on the total space X. There is a natural Leray-type filtration by subsheaves from B so that the graded part becomes
degenerates at E 2 (by Deligne's criterion using the hard Lefschetz theorem). One has the formula ′ E a,b
The E 2 -terms define so-called sheaves of normal functions
In a more sophisticated way, we can also incorporate the integral classes and start with the Deligne complex
X . Filtering it via f : X → B gives, in a similar way, a spectral sequence
Note that this spectral sequence is similar to ′ E 1 and degenerates at E 2 by the same argument.
Example 5.2. Classical normal functions, where a = 1, b = 2p − 1. Then
The Deligne spectral sequence has the advantage that one sees that every normal function arising from a cycle on the total space X is automatically quasi-horizontal, i.e., lies in the kernel E 2 and not only in the E 1 -term. This is a theorem of Griffiths [18] . Every cycle Z as above gives rise to a section of the sheaf H 2p−n D (p) by using the theory of Deligne cycle classes c p,n :
(X, Z(p)) and using the forgetful map from Deligne-Beilinson cohomology (with growth conditions) to the naive one we defined above. If it is homologous to zero on all fibers, it induces a section of Φ 1,2p−n−1 (p).
A similar spectral sequence gives rise to infinitesimal invariants of normal functions. The map associating an infinitesimal invariant to a normal function becomes a coboundary map: filter the complex Ω
. This gives rise to a spectral sequence ′′ E a,b
By the same argument of Deligne, this spectral sequence degenerates at E 2 . Define the sheaves of infinitesimal invariants as
2 (p). Since we also have an exact sequence
which generalizes the definition of Griffiths (refined by Green [15] Note that they are only defined, if the previous invariants vanish in the corresponding terms of the spectral sequence.
Extensions of normal functions
Assume now that 2p − n − 1 = d and p ≤ d. For every family f : X → B with dim(B) = 1, and every cycle Z ∈ CH p (X, n), we get a complex function ν,
holomorphic on B, but with singularities alongB \ B. We emphasize that the family need not be semi-stable in our situation, but we require the cycle to be single-valued on X, i.e., it comes from a cycle Z on X and its restriction to each fiber is well-defined and unique (this is what single-valued means). In general such a situation only occurs after a finite base-change of B so that we could very well assume that the family is also semi-stable by the semi-stable reduction theorem of Mumford. Proof. This was first proved by Griffiths in [19] in the case of classical cycles (n = 0). In the appendix of [7] an argument for CH 2 (X, 1) is sketched. The general argument is similar but we need to give all details here. We use the extension theory for normal functions developed by Clemens, Griffiths, El-Zein, Zucker and Saito [31] . Notation: we embed a copy of ∆ * in B representing a punctured neighborhood of a degeneration point b ∈ ∂B. Let H = (L, F
• , L Z , W • ) an admissible VMHS of negative weight on ∆ * , i.e. L Z is a torsion free local system together with a weight filtration W on L Q and a Hodge filtration F
• on the vector bundle L = L ⊗ O ∆ * . LetL be the Deligne extension of L to ∆, which is characterized by the condition that all eigenvalues of the residues of the connection on L are contained in [0, 1[. The Hodge filtration can be extended toL. In our case we have L Z = R d f * Z(p) together with the natural VHS structure. Note that in this case H has weight d − 2p = −n − 1 < 0 and F 0 is given F p in the notation without the Tate twist. We use such a shift to negative weights in order to use the results of [31] and set
This is a partial compactification of J p,n over the point 0 ∈ B where j : B ֒→B is the inclusion map. It was first constructed by S. Zucker. There is also the Clemens extension 
Clemens was constructed first by Clemens in a special case, the general case over a 1-dimensional base is due to Saito [31] . It is obtained by glueing copies of J p,n Zucker using the group C 0 (H), by identifying x with x + ρ c (π(x)), where ρ c ∈ H 1 (∆ * , L). For more details on this rather technical construction we refer to [31] . Both are non-separated in general, but are smooth Lie groups over ∆, see [31] . One should think about the Clemens extension as of a Néron model. In particular it has a very general extension property, see [31] . The group C 0 (H) Q is a subgroup of
where ψ t,1 is unipotent monodromy part of the nearby cycle functor. This shows that we do not need to assume that f is semi-stable here. This group is naturally zero if n = 0, since then W −2 = 0. Now we definē
With our previous notation, this is the quotient modulo F p−1 . The glueing process for the Clemens extension can be repeated in order to obtain a modelJ p,n Clemens . However, since we identified x with x + ρ c (π(x)), we see that this time the identification acts trivially by the fact that we took the quotient modulo F −1 . Hence we get that
Clemens . But this means that every truncated normal function with values in J p,n can be extended toJ p,n Zucker , because it can always be extended to J p,n Clemens and hence toJ p,n Clemens .
Poisson structures on generalized intermediate Jacobians
This section contains an abridged version of the corresponding section in [8] . We include it because we need all the notation in this section for the statement and proof of our main result later. First we define the structure of a completely integrable Hamiltonian system with, in general, non-compact leaves on the generalized intermediate Jacobians from section 4. The normal functions associated to cycles in higher Chow groups are shown to be isotropic subvarieties of the corresponding Poisson (i.e., degenerate symplectic) structure. In the case of classical intermediate Jacobians this is a theorem of Donagi and Markman [9] . See also Voisin's book [36, page 12-14] and compare with [28] in the case of elliptic curves. [23] . In particular, the complex dimension of M is even. Under this isomorphism, the differential df of every function f corresponds to a vector field X f . The flow of X f determines a dynamical system and one wants to know when it is integrable. Note that the rank of Ψ can vary, but there always exists a stratification of M into Poisson strata of constant rank r of Ψ, which are themselves foliated into symplectic leaves, i.e., on which there is an induced symplectic structure of rank r. 
Definition 7.2. A complex Poisson manifold is a complex manifold with a bracket
The bundle F d is the same as the relative dualizing sheaf f * ω X/B and is a line bundle since the fibers are Calabi-Yau manifolds. These vector bundles are equipped with the Hodge metric. In particular we have metric isomorphisms for all i,
induced by the duality pairing
The Gauss-Manin connection on H d is given as
Using base change, we now pass to B which is the total space of the line bundle f * ω X/B with the zero-section removed. All vector bundles on B can be pulled back to B along the natural projection map p : B → B and they are denoted by 
via the map ∇ • η and the identification of
. Since the cotangent bundle on any complex manifold carries a natural holomorphic symplectic structure, we conclude that H d / F 2 carries a natural holomorphic symplectic structure, given by a 2-form dθ, where θ is the tautological 1-form on Ω 1 B
. We need the following description of θ from [36] : at a point (τ,
we have that
where π :
is the projection map. This fact follows immediately from the definition of the contact form on any cotangent bundle together with the isomorphism induced by ∇ • η. The resulting 2-form dθ is a closed and non-degenerate holomorphic 2-form on H d / F 2 and defines therefore a symplectic holomorphic structure such that the fibers of π are easily seen to be Lagrangian as in [36, 9] . Now the universal covering space of J p,n is given by
Therefore we can pull back dθ to H d / F p to get a Poisson structure. Note that the rank does not change under pullback, so that we cannot expect to get a symplectic structure anymore if p > 2. However the fibers of the map to B are still maximally isotropic subspaces since they come from pullbacks of maximally isotropic subspaces. Proof. [8] .
One can even show that σ remains an exact form, see [9] . For p = 2, this structure will descend to a holomorphic symplectic structure on the total space J 2,n → B if d ≤ 3 where n = 3 − d. In this case the fibers are generalized Lagrangian tori. On the other hand, if p = 1, then by our assumption 2p − n − 1 = d we only get the possibility d = 1 and n = 0, which leads essentially to the consideration of CH 1 (X) for an elliptic curve X. So far we have proved the first part of the theorem of Donagi and Markman. Their second result says that (for d = 2p − 1 and n = 0) all quasi-horizontal normal functions, e.g., arising from cycles in higher Chow groups which are defined over B and hence over B, have Lagrangian subspaces as images under the Abel-Jacobi map. A similar result holds for generalized intermediate Jacobians, but note that if p ≥ 3, then we only have a surjection
and therefore we can only expect the image of the normal functions to be isotropic. We also refine the result to the case where the normal function is defined on an algebraic sublocus B ′ ⊂ B: Proof. [8] .
Note that a normal function may be multivalued. The theorem shows that such normal functions defined on the whole of B give rise to Lagrangian (maximally isotropic) subvarieties. We would also like to say that the projection of ν in J p,n / F 1 is an isotropic subvariety, but this is not in general a manifold anymore.
Differential systems associated to families of algebraic cycles
Let f : X → B a smooth projective family of relative dimension d over a quasiprojective curve B with compactificationB. We denote by E the holomorphic vector bundle with sheaf of sections
Furthermore let F be the vector bundle over E with sheaf of sections the holomorphic cotangent bundle T E/B of E over B. Then F is isomorphic to Ω 1 E/B = π * E ∨ and therefore each fiber of the induced morphism F −→ B carries a canonical holomorphic symplectic structure, given by a holomorphic 2-form
. . , z m is a local coordinate system on E and y 1 , . . . , y m is the corresponding coordinate system on the fibers of F (m = rank(E)). From now on we will assume that B is chosen sufficiently small in the analytic topology so that all statements hold on B.
We also fix a local parameter t on B and the corresponding vector field ∂ ∂t
. Using the Gauß-Manin connection
together with the Hodge pairing
we can make this more explicit and introduce a natural differential system which controls the lifting properties of any section ν : B → E as follows. A lifting of a section ν : B → E is the section of F → B given by assigning
If ω is any section of Γ(B, E) and ν = c p,n (Z t ) is any normal function, then we may evaluate ν on ω by taking ν, ω . Using the formula which describes the lifting property of any section ν of E → B, i.e., given ν, the lifting (ν, ∇ν) is uniquely determined by the differential equation (8.3) . This set of equations is not enough for our purposes, however, since we also want to additionally impose the inhomogenous Picard-Fuchs equations from section 5, which characterize the underlying normal function ν uniquely. To make this explicit, we may choose a special basis ω i for the local sections of E, such that the matrix A representing ∇ is given in rational normal form:
In this case there is a Picard-Fuchs differential operator
which is the evaluation χ A (∂/∂t) of the characteristic polynomial χ A (x) = det(x·id−A) of A. By the invariance property of χ our choice of basis is not really necessary. Now use the following notation: let g i (z, t) be the function obtained by computing (ν, t) → D PF ν, ω i for all i. Note that
This implies that we have After eliminating the y-variables, we may write this also as
This shows that how one can relate the infinitesimal invariant of a normal function to the vector of functions g i . The theory of differential equations provides Lipschitz-type criteria for deciding when system (8.6) has a solution (Z(t), Y (t)) for t in B, at least locally around a point in B, see for example [20, Satz 4, Seite 335 ]. In our case we have solutions which are defined by normal functions and therefore exist at least locally on an analytic neighborhood of a point in B. Now assume that such a solution (Z(t), Y (t)) is given. One would like to investigate when this system is of Hamilton-Jacobi type, also called integrable, i.e., there is a function H on F such that ∂H ∂y = ∂z ∂t ,
Under these assumptions, the 2-form
defines a time-dependent Hamiltonian structure on F . The resulting null-foliation is given by integrating the kernel of ω, an integrable distribution on F . It has 1-dimensional leaves, since the kernel of ω = dz i ∧ dy i − dH ∧ dt always contains
with non-zero coefficient. The picture we have outlined so far is sometimes too simple. In general, we have to deal with the additional difficulty that ν may not be lifted canonically to E globally over B, i.e., we have ony given a section of E p → B where E p = E/F p is the quotient of E by the Hodge subbundle F p . In this case we look only at basis ω 1 , . . . , ω ℓ of F d+1−p , since
Then only the corresponding 2ℓ equations of equation (8.6) determine a time-dependent differential system on F p , the relative cotangent bundle of E p over B.
Remark. Observe that system (8.6) is a subsystem of (8.3), which is in fact Hamiltonian, at least if A is antisymmetric, in which case the Hamiltonian function is H(y, z) = 1 2 y·y + Az·y. C and ℓ = 1 in the uniformized case with inhomogenous differential equation
and the system (everything viewed modulo F 1 in the sense explained above) is given by
α e p z (z + e, t), (8.10) which leads to the function
α e p(z + e, t). Remark 8.2. A very important question from the point of view of differential equations is whether this differential systems admit rational solutions or other special solutions, and if so, how to characterize them. We could rephrase this question by asking for a geometric characterization of the rationality and other properties of the normal function. This question is already interesting (and open) in the case of families of elliptic curves, there Mazzocco [29] had classified the rational solutions to the Painlevé VI equation, but we do not have a geometric characterization of the rational solutions from the point of view of normal functions.
Example 8.3. Let f : X → B be a family of elliptic curves. It determines a local system L on B and there is the notion of the k-fold symmetric product of L. Assume L has a flat basis f, g. Then a set of flat solutions for the symmetric product Sym k L is given by
Assume now that k = 2 and that the corresponding inhomogeneous Picard-Fuchs equation is given by
for a certain choice of a parameter t on B. The matrix A admits a particularly simple description which leads to [10, page 274] ) and the inhomogeneous equation for the second symmetric product is In the special case where a 0 = a 1 = 0, i.e., in the uniformized setup, this implies that we will get a differential equation of the sort d 3 z(t) dt 3 = h(t), where h(t) depends on β and w of example 8.1.
Applications to algebraic cycles
Let f : X → B be a smooth, projective family of Calabi-Yau manifolds of dimension d. In this section we are given a cycle Z ∈ CH p (X, n) such that each restriction Z b := Z| X b ∈ CH p hom (X b , n) is well-defined cycle, in other words we have a single-valued family of algebraic cycles over B. This implies that we have a well-defined normal function
i.e., a holomorphic cross section of the bundle J p,n of generalized Intermediate Jacobians defined in section 4. Assume for simplicity that the family f is semi-stable, in particular the monodromy is unipotent. Proof. By theorem 6.1, g extends to a complex analytic section of a finite dimensional complex spaceJ overB. Therefore g is meromorphic onB. This follows by looking at a particular homomorphic chart on the universal cover ofJ. SinceB is projective and g has at most poles in the points inB \B, it becomes a rational function on the compactification B by Chow's theorem.
Assume now that f : X → B is as above with B and the cycle Z being defined overQ. Such a situation can for example be achieved by spreading out a cycle on a generic fiber X η over the field obtained by the compositum of its field of definition and the function field of η. In other words all transcendental elements in the equations of X η and Z occur in the coordinates of B. Then there is a unique choice of a relative canonical d-form by pulling back ω from X η .
Theorem 9.2. The polynomial g has all its coefficients inQ under these assumptions.
Proof. In such a situation, the Gauß-Manin connection is defined overQ. Hence the Picard-Fuchs operator has coefficients inQ. Using equation (8.7), we obtain that g = Cy = C∇ ∂ ∂tν .
But ∇ ∂ ∂t ν is the infinitesimal invariant of ν. By our construction from definition 5.3 it is an element of Ψ 1,2p−n−1 (p) and is defined overQ, since the cohomology class of a cycle Z in CH p (X/B, n) under the topological cycle class map into the de Rham cohomology group H 2p−n (X/B) is defined overQ under our assumptions. But certainly C is defined overQ, since ∇ and hence A is. Therefore all coefficients of g are inQ.
Remark 9.3. One can give a slightly different argument: the extended (truncated) normal function is a polynomial in b and log(b) by a theorem of Steenbrink and Zucker [32, Prop. 5.28] . After applying the Picard-Fuchs operator (which has coefficients overQ), it can have no monodromy anymore. Therefore g hasQ-coefficients as a polynomial.
